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A fundamental aspect of human communication is our ability to refer to external objects and events

through both words and gestures (such as pointing), yet the evolutionary origins of such signals remain

obscure. Apes, living in their natural environments, rarely or never point, but it has been claimed that

male chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii, from the Ngogo community, Uganda, habitually use

exaggerated loud scratches (ELSs) to refer to specific body locations where they wish to be groomed (Pika

& Mitani, 2006, Current Biology, 16(6), 191e192). This study suggested continuity between referential

abilities in humans and our closest living relatives, making it an important finding to replicate in other

populations. Hence here, we compared whether ELSs are used in a referential manner across four wild

communities of eastern chimpanzees (Ngogo, Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira). Our data show that

scratchers were significantly more likely to receive grooming in the scratched location at Ngogo

compared to the other three sites. At the latter sites this response occurred at low rates and signallers did

not seem to pursue this goal. This suggests that ELSs do not function referentially at these sites, and the

published findings from Ngogo were not replicated. Further exploration into alternative functions of ELSs

in the Kanyawara community revealed that, in this community, this signal functions to initiate grooming

bouts and to reengage partners during grooming pauses. Individuals who produced the signal to initiate

grooming were likely to offer grooming. In contrast, during grooming bouts, groomers produced ELSs to

request reciprocation of grooming from their partner. Our study demonstrates that chimpanzees do not

ubiquitously use the ELS in a referential manner, but that they can use this gesture in a highly flexible

fashion, with signal function depending on the intricate details of the social contexts in which they are

produced.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The Association for the Study of Animal

Behaviour. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/

by/4.0/).

Language remains a complex puzzle in our endeavour to un-

derstand human evolutionary history. It is often remarked that

language is a hallmark of the human species (Christiansen & Kirby,

2003), and comparative research is fundamental to answer ques-

tions such as when and how language evolved, and why it is a

uniquely human ability (Hauser et al., 2002). To tackle such ques-

tions comparative approaches have often investigated key faculties

or ‘design features’ of language (Hockett, 1960), including seman-

ticity. Referential signals are an important type of semantic signal

that direct the attention of recipients to particular aspects of the
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environment, where the mapping between signal and meaning is

easier to identify than for signals denoting more abstract concepts

(Townsend & Manser, 2013; Liebal & O~na, 2018). In children,

referential pointing gestures tend to emerge around the same time

as first words, and proficiency in early pointing has been consid-

ered an important milestone in language development (Bates,

1979; Butterworth, 2003; Kita, 2003; Liszkowski et al., 2012),

with many studies suggesting a close link between early pointing

and later language abilities (Carpenter et al., 1998; Colonnesi et al.,

2010). Once infants start to speak, they can produce wordepoint

combinations (Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2014), which tend to pre-

cede two-word utterances for external objects (Goldin-Meadow &

Butcher, 2003). As speech develops, referential words can then

denote a wide range of objects, events, ideas and concepts (Pika,

2012; Sperber & Wilson 1986). Referential communication is

therefore a cornerstone of early language acquisition, and it is

critical to understand the evolutionary origins of this aspect of

language.

Several potential precursors to human referential signals have

been identified in nonhuman species, including vocalizations that

function as if they refer to external events, such as predator en-

counters (e.g. Kirchhof & Hammerschmidt, 2006; Seyfarth et al.,

1980) and food discovery (e.g. Evans & Evans., 1999; Slocombe &

Zuberbühler, 2005). These functionally referential calls have been

documented in awide variety of mammalian and avian species (Gill

& Bierema, 2013; Townsend & Manser, 2013). However, it is still

unknown whether the cognitive mechanisms underlying the pro-

duction and reception of these signals are similar to those of

humans, since similarity at the behavioural level does not neces-

sarily reflect similarity in the underlying cognitive mechanisms.

The potential for differences in psychological mechanisms under-

pinning signal production and reception has led some scholars to

question the importance of functionally referential signals for un-

derstanding the evolution of human referential abilities (Wheeler

& Fischer, 2012; but see also ; Scarantino & Clay, 2015). In

contrast, many nonhuman gestural signals appear to be produced

with some degree of intentionality, in that they are goal directed

and seem to be produced voluntarily (Liebal et al., 2014). Some

gestural signals also importantly have referential qualities, for

instance in experimental paradigms where human experimenters

provide animals with the opportunity to gesture to request out-of-

reach food. Several species have succeeded in such tasks, including

domestic horses, Equus caballus (Malavasi & Huber, 2016), ceta-

ceans (dolphins, Tursiops truncatus: Xitco et al., 2004) and

nonhuman apes (hereafter ‘apes’; chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes:

Leavens et al., 2005; Tomasello et al., 1985, 1989; orang-utan, Pongo

pygmaeus: Call & Tomasello, 1994; bonobos, Pan paniscus:

Zimmermann et al., 2009). However, accounts of naturally occur-

ring pointing gestures with conspecifics are rarer, particularly in

the wild where reports are anecdotal and limited to a handful of

cases despite decades of continuous observation of wild pop-

ulations (bonobos: Vea & Sabater-Pi, 1998; chimpanzees: Hobaiter

et al., 2014). Spontaneous referential communication has been

claimed for multiple other taxa, including ravens, Corvus corax,

which ‘offer’ or ‘show’ partners objects (Pika & Bugnyar, 2011).

Another avian species, Australian magpies, Gymnorhina tibicen,

have been reported to use a ‘pointing’ gesture towards model ea-

gles to inform other group members of their presence (Kaplan,

2011). In this case, however, it is difficult to separate the individ-

ual simply orienting towards the referent from the richer inter-

pretation that a gesture is produced that provides information to

conspecifics. Perhaps surprisingly, some of the most compelling

evidence for referential gesturing from a nonprimate subject comes

from two coral reef fish species (groupers, Plectropomus pessuliferus

marisrubri, and coral trout, Plectropomus leopardus) that use a

‘headstand’ signal to indicate hidden prey to potential hetero-

specific hunting partners (e.g. giant moray eels, Gymnothorax jav-

anicus, and octopuses, Octopus cyanea; Vail et al., 2013). Although

this gesture was seen only occasionally, it produced reliable re-

sponses in the recipients and had a clear external referent available.

While data on referential gestures in species more distantly related

to humans are vital for assessing the selective pressures that made

such signalling an adaptive strategy, when trying to trace when in

the human lineage referential abilities first emerged, it is important

to refocus attention on our closest living relatives, the nonhuman

primates.

In nonhuman primates, only a few naturally occurring referen-

tial gestures, directed at conspecifics, have been described. For

instance, bonobo females produce a ‘foot pointing’ gesture that

appears to refer to their own sexual swelling, resulting in

genitalegenital rubbing in 83% of cases with the intended recipient

(Douglas & Moscovice, 2015). However, it is difficult to ascertain

whether the claimed referential function of the signal is under-

stood by recipients, or whether they simply interpret it as a gestural

request for action. Theremay bemore similarity between these foot

‘points’ or leg swing gestures and other widespread ‘present gen-

itals’ postures females and males perform to solicit copulations

than referential points. Another sexual solicitation bonobo gesture,

‘beckoning’, has been claimed to be spatially referential by indi-

cating a desired location for mating behaviour (Genty &

Zuberbühler, 2014). However, in this case the behaviour was

rarely produced, and recipients' responses were only in line with

the putative referential function in approximately half of the

observed cases. In chimpanzees there has been only one study

claiming habitual use of a referential gesture. An exaggerated loud

scratch (ELS, also termed ‘big loud scratch’, Hobaiter& Byrne, 2014)

is commonly reported across chimpanzee communities (Hobaiter&

Byrne, 2011; Goodall, 1986), and is utilized both to initiate joint

travel (Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014; also observed in orang-utan:

Fr€ohlich et al., 2019) and in the grooming context (Hobaiter &

Byrne, 2014; Pika & Mitani, 2006; also observed in bonobos:

Graham et al., 2017). In one community, it was claimed to function

as a referential gesture during grooming by indicating a specific

body area that the signaller would like their partner to groom and

termed the ‘directed scratch’ (Pika & Mitani, 2006). Presenting

body parts to the groomer to fulfil the same function during

grooming has been reported in other communities of chimpanzees

(Hobaiter & Byrne 2014) and in wild bonnet macaques, Macaca

radiata (Gupta & Sinha, 2016).

The chimpanzee ‘directed scratch’ appears to provide some of

the most convincing evidence for a customary and frequently used

gesture functioning to direct the attention of recipients in a refer-

ential manner (Pika & Mitani, 2006). Pika and Mitani (2006) found

that in 64% of cases when a groomee produced a directed scratch,

they successfully received grooming in the scratched area. How-

ever, there are a number of limitations to this study. First, only a

small number of the grooming bouts were filmed, and no inter-

observer reliability was carried out. Second, although Pika and

Mitani (2006) assumed the signaller's ‘intended meaning’ when

scratching was to request grooming in a specific location, they did

not provide any markers of goal-directed behaviour to confirm this.

Rates of persistence or elaboration in the cases where the putative

goal was not met are measures that could shed light on this. Finally,

their finding was based on adult maleemale dyads from a single

community of chimpanzees, while investigations of the potentially

referential use of this gesture in other dyads (e.g. femaleemale,

femaleefemale), and members of other chimpanzee commu-

nities, are absent.

While Pika and Mitani (2006) offered one function for the

chimpanzee ELS in a grooming context, it is also important to

C. Wilke et al. / Animal Behaviour 189 (2022) 23e4524



consider other possible functions for this gesture that have been

suggested in the literature. First, Goodall (1986) suggested that

exaggerated scratches are used to initiate grooming bouts. This

interpretation was supported by Hobaiter and Byrne (2014), who

similarly reported that this gesture appeared to be a means to

initiate grooming. Hobaiter and Byrne (2014) found that signallers

in the Sonso community desisted signalling when grooming started

in 82% of cases (indicating an ‘apparently satisfactory outcome’)

and scratches appeared to primarily denote ‘groom me’. Second,

research across several species suggests that scratching is an indi-

cator of social anxiety. Self-scratching is more common during

times of social stress, including after aggressive encounters (pigs,

Sus scrofa: Norscia et al., 2021; Barbary macaques,Macaca sylvanus,

and longtailed macaques, Macaca fascicularis: Aureli, 1997), during

mating seasons when competition is high (ring-tailed lemurs,

Lemur catta: Sclafani et al., 2012) and when subordinates groom

dominant individuals (Barbary macaques: Kaburu et al., 2012). In

chimpanzees, anxiety-induced scratching has been discussed for

both captive and wild individuals (Baker & Aureli, 1997; Botero

et al., 2013). Within the grooming context, which places in-

dividuals in vulnerable and physically close positions, it is

conceivable that apparent gestural scratches, ELSs, particularly in

subordinate individuals, could be conflated with signs of social

anxiety.

The aim of this study was to test competing accounts for the

function of the ELS during grooming in chimpanzees. Specifically,

we examined dyadic interactions to first investigate the ‘refer-

ential gesture hypothesis’ that posits that (1a) the ELS functions as

a referential gesture to denote the area the signaller wishes to

receive grooming in, as reported by Pika and Mitani (2006). For

this, we examined data from three communities of eastern

chimpanzees (Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira) alongside the

published data from the Ngogo community (Pika &Mitani, 2006).

Support for the referential function of scratching would be pro-

vided by the signaller receiving grooming within 5 cm of the

scratched area, within 10 s of the scratch ending (operational

definition applied to the video data from Kanyawara, Sonso and

Waibira, which was similar to the original Ngogo data collection;

S. Pika, personal observation). To test whether (1b) the goal of the

signaller was to elicit grooming in the scratched area, we used

established criteria for goal-directed intentional signal produc-

tion: the signaller should persist or elaborate in their communi-

cation, or ultimately terminate the grooming interaction more

often when their putative goal is not met (they do not receive

grooming in the scratched area) compared to when it is met

(grooming received in the scratched area; Townsend et al., 2017).

To explore alternative functions for the ELS gesture, we examined

the video data from Kanyawara in more detail to test (2a) whether

the ELS is used to initiate grooming bouts, as reported by Goodall

(1986), Pika (2014) and Hobaiter and Byrne (2014). If this hy-

pothesis is true, we expect a higher rate of ELSs in the period

immediately prior to grooming initiation than during the

grooming bout. In line with Hobaiter and Byrne's (2014) sugges-

tion that the ELS means ‘groomme’, we hypothesized (2b) that the

signaller was more likely to receive grooming rather than give

grooming at the beginning of the grooming bout. Once a grooming

bout had commenced, we wanted (3) to explore the possibility

that ELSs are used to reinitiate grooming when grooming stops,

predicting that the rate of ELS will be higher in a grooming pause

than the rest of the grooming bout. Following this, we wanted to

explore whether (4a) the ELS could function to request grooming

(Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014), not only during initiation but also

during grooming. We predicted that groomers will be more likely

to receive a favourable grooming role switch (receive grooming)

in the 10 s following an ELS than during the rest of the grooming

bout. Here again, we were able to examine (4b) cases of persis-

tence or elaboration of communication or grooming termination

to ascertain whether receiving grooming was the goal of the

signaller. Finally, we wanted to investigate the potential that (5)

this gesture is a reliable index of signaller anxiety. If the ELS is a

sign of social anxiety, we expected individuals to produce more

ELSs when grooming with higher-ranking than lower-ranking

partners, and with less affiliated than highly affiliated partners.

METHODS

Study Sites and Subjects

Data were collected from four wild chimpanzee communities

that range in two forests located ca. 200 km apart in Uganda. The

Kanyawara and Ngogo communities are in the Kibale National Park,

western Uganda. Kibale is a semideciduous forest with mixed

terrain including grasslands, papyrus swamps and secondary for-

ests. While the Kanyawara group's territory is bordered by agri-

culture and occupied villages (Wrangham et al., 1996), Ngogo is

situated approximately 10 km away towards the centre of the for-

est. Detailed descriptions of the Kibale forest are provided by

Chapman and Lambert (2000) and Struhsaker (1997). The other

two communities, Sonso and Waibira, are in the Budongo forest in

the western Rift Valley in Uganda. The Budongo Forest Reserve is

also a semideciduous tropical forest and possesses similar mixed

forests to Kibale (Plumptre & Reynolds, 1994).

In the Kibale forest, the Kanyawara community has been sys-

tematically studied since 1987 (Wrangham et al., 1992). The group

comprised approximately 57 individuals in 2013 (Muller &

Wrangham, 2014), the first study period, and approximately 61

individuals in 2018, the final study period. Specifically, data were

collected from 22 male and 21 female chimpanzees whose ages

ranged between 4 and 50 years at the time of observation. For the

Ngogo community, we used the published data set presented by

Pika and Mitani (2006). This community has been observed since

1976, with intensive study beginning in 1995 (Mitani & Watts,

1999). At the time of study this was the largest known commu-

nity, consisting of approximately 145 chimpanzees. Data were

collected on 25 adult male individuals, with ages ranging between

19 and 47 years at the time of observation.

In the Budongo forest, the Sonso community has been the

subject of continuous study since 1991 (Newton-Fisher, 1997), with

an approximate group size of 69 individuals (Hobaiter et al., 2017).

The Waibira community has been observed since 2011 and, ac-

counting for those as yet only partially habituated to human

presence, this community has between 100 and 120 individuals

(Hobaiter et al., 2017). For our cross-site comparison, the data

include 18 females and 16males from Sonso, and 12 females and 28

males from Waibira, aged 17e34 and 22e41 years, respectively.

Equipment

Observational video data were collected with a Panasonic HDC-

SD40/60/90 and Panasonic HC-VX980 model camcorder at Kanya-

wara, with a Sennheiser MKE 400 external microphone attached. At

Sonso and Waibira video data were collected with a Panasonic

HDC-SD60 or similar model. Published data from Ngogo were ob-

tained from real-time commentary on grooming interactions

dictated into a digital recorder, Audioline VR-500, and opportu-

nistic video footage of grooming bouts using a Panasonic NV-GS

250 model camcorder. Kanyawara videos were coded using Nol-

dus Observer XT 14 event logging software for observational data

(http://www.noldus.com/animal-behavior-research).
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Ethical Note

This study complied with the ASAB/ABS guidelines for the use of

animals in research. The study was purely noninvasive, with audio

and video recordings taken from a minimum distance of 7 m, in an

effort to avoid influencing the natural behaviour of the individuals

and groups. The research adhered to the legal requirements of the

countries in which it was conducted and followed the recommen-

dations of the ‘Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986’, as pub-

lished by the U.K. government, and the principles of ‘Ethical

Treatment of Non-Human Primates’, as stated by the American

Society of Primatologists.

Ethical approval for data collection in Kanyawarawas granted by

the Biology AWERB Ethics Committee (University of York) and the

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Harvard University,

Tufts University and the University of NewMexico; ethical approval

for data collection in Budongo was granted by the Animal Welfare

and Ethics Committee of the University of St Andrews. The Ugandan

Wildlife Authority and the Ugandan National Council for Science

and Technology granted permission to collect data in Uganda.

Definitions

The following definitions were applied to the video data from

Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira communities with a view to being

able to generate data sets that were comparable to the published

Ngogo data set.

Exaggerated loud scratch (ELS)

Pika and Mitani (2006) defined this signal as ‘a relatively loud

and exaggerated scratching movement on a part of his (own) body,

which could be seen by his grooming partner’. This is broadly in line

with Hobaiter and Byrne's (2011) definition of a ‘loud exaggerated

scratching movement on the signaller's own body’ that was

accompanied by behaviour that suggested intentional signalling

(response waiting, audience checking, persistence) and termed ‘big

loud scratch’.

In the present study, to reliably operationalize an ELS, we looked

for scratches in the video data that were (1) exaggerated in terms of

involving the movement of the entire arm, not just the fingers or

wrist, (2) were big in terms of being at least 15 cm in length, (3)

involved at least two scratches at the same location, (4) were not

part of self-grooming, so did not involve the individual inspecting

or grooming the scratched location, and finally (5) for the ‘refer-

ential gesture hypothesis’ we only considered scratches that the

grooming partner could feasibly see (given that visual knowledge of

the scratched location was likely necessary to provide grooming in

that location); however, for all other hypotheses we made no re-

strictions based on the visibility of this multimodal gesture.

Dyadic grooming bout

We defined a dyadic grooming bout as two individuals groom-

ing with one another; this could be unidirectional or bidirectional.

Bouts started as soon as one (or both) individual(s) started

grooming the other, and there were no other individuals involved

in the bout. Bouts were terminated when either individual started

grooming a third individual, or when the dyad had ceased

grooming for 60 s. If, for instance AT and BO groomed from 01:10 to

02:30 and then from 03:35 to 06:00, then these time periods would

be considered two separate grooming bouts.

Initiation period prior to grooming bout

We considered ELSs produced in the 20 s before a grooming

bout started as potential initiation signals. While we focus on

changes in behaviour within 10 s of ELS signals in the rest of the

paper, as individuals could be spatially distant when producing an

ELS to initiate grooming, 20 s was chosen for initiation signals to

provide sufficient time for individuals to approach following the

signal, and to begin grooming.

‘Groomee’ ELS

This category refers to cases where the signaller was the

recipient of grooming before, during and/or after the ELS signal.

Initiation, sequence and response ELS

ELS gestures were video coded as either (1) ‘initiation’ gestures,

meaning neither the signaller nor the partner gave an ELS gesture

in the previous 10 s, (2) ‘sequence’ gestures, meaning the signaller

had already given another ELS in the previous 10 s or (3) ‘response’

gestures, meaning the signaller's partner had already given another

ELS in the previous 10 s (sequence took priority over response).

Some analyses included only ‘initiation’ ELSs, whereas others

included all ELS types (see Table 1).

Goal-directed behaviours

To test the intended meaning of the ELS from the signaller's

perspective we employed methods previously used to identify

intentional goal-directed communication (reviewed in Townsend

et al., 2017). To test whether an individual had a certain goal

when signalling, we looked for an increased likelihood of the

signaller persisting or elaborating their communication or termi-

nating the grooming bout if their putative goal was not met,

compared to when it was. Persistence was defined as a repetition of

the signal within 10 s of the original signal. Elaborationwas defined

as a different signal with the same goal produced within 10 s of the

original signal. Termination of the grooming bout was defined as

the signaller terminating the grooming bout within 10 s of the

original signal (groomee moves away from the partner; groomer

moves away from the partner or stops grooming for at least 60 s).

Specific definitions of what constituted the same signal depended

on the research question, and these are specified later.

Data Collection

Data were collected at Kanyawara in four study periods (Feb-

ruaryeMay 2013, June 2014eMarch 2015; July 2016eSeptember

2016; January 2018eOctober 2018) by C.W. and N.L. To test the

‘referential gesture hypothesis’, a cross-site analysis was per-

formed, including all four communities. All other hypotheses were

addressed with data from the Kanyawara community only, as this is

where systematic video data for this project were collected. For this

community, in the first two study periods focal adult chimpanzees

were video recorded for samples of ca. 15 min, which often

included grooming bouts, but not always the initiation and termi-

nation of the bouts. In the last two study periods grooming bouts

were video recorded with every effort made to capture the whole

bout from initiation to termination. Wherever possible, data from

both individuals in the dyad were used in the analysis. Overall, 775

dyadic grooming bouts containing 585 ELSs (including those in the

20 s prior to grooming) were collected at Kanyawara, with a total of

2944 min of dyadic grooming from 239 unique dyads.

For the Ngogo community the published data were collected in

the period FebruaryeMarch 2005 by S.P. Instances of scratching

during maleemale grooming bouts were dictated ad libitum on a

digital voice recorder, and video footage was collected opportu-

nistically. The groomer ID, groomee ID and any scratches given and

their frequency were recorded, as well as the partner's response to

the signaller's scratch: whether (1) the partner stopped grooming

the spot he was grooming and changed to grooming the scratched

location or (2) the partner continued grooming the same location

C. Wilke et al. / Animal Behaviour 189 (2022) 23e4526



Table 1

Details of the statistical models constructed to test the research questions

Models and research

questions

Response Test predictors Control predictors Random intercepts Random slopes N ELS types included

Model 1: referential function

Does the ELS refer to

the location the

signaller wishes to

receive grooming in,

for male-male

dyads?

Binomial model

Was the target

individual (here

signaller) groomed

within 5 cm of the

scratched location:

Yes/No

Community*Rank class

difference (community

has 4 levels:

Kanyawara, Ngogo,

Sonso, Waibira; rank

class difference has 3

levels: lower, same,

higher)

Rank class difference,

Signaller rank class

Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

None identifiable 279 observations (138

where the partner did

groom scratched

location);

38 Target IDs, 50

Partner IDs, 89 Dyad

IDs, 179 Bout IDs

Initiation, Response

Model 2a: grooming initiation

Are ELSs given to

initiate dyadic

grooming?

Poisson model

Number of ELSs given

by the target individual

Period*Rank difference,

Period*CAI (period had

2 levels: during 20 s

before grooming start,

during the grooming

bout; offset by log-

transformed period

duration)

Rank difference, CAI Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

CAI, Period, Rank

difference, Period*Rank

difference and

Period*CAI within

Target ID and Partner

ID. Period and Rank

difference within Bout

ID and Dyad ID

639 observations;

38 Target IDs, 38

Partner IDs, 102 Dyad

IDs, 161 Bout IDs

Initiation,

Response,

Sequence

Model 2b: grooming initiation; grooming role

In the 20 s prior to

grooming, is the

production of an ELS

associated with

initial grooming role

(groomer or

groomee)?

Binomial model

Grooming role of target

individual when

grooming commences:

Groomer/Groomee

Target individual

ELS*Rank difference

(Target individual ELS

has 2 levels: Yes/No)

Rank difference Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

Rank difference within

Target ID and Partner ID

214 observations (104

where individual

became groomer);

33 Targets IDs, 35

Partner IDs, 85 Dyad

IDs, 126 Bout IDs

Initiation,

Response,

Sequence

Model 3: grooming reinitiation when in pause

Are ELSs given to

reinitiate grooming

when there is a

pause in grooming?

Poisson model

Number of ELSs given

by target individual

Period*Rank difference

Period*CAI (Period has

2 levels: Pause, Active

grooming; offset by log-

transformed period

duration)

Rank difference, CAI Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

Period, CAI, Rank

difference, Period*CAI,

Period*Rank difference

within Target ID and

Partner ID,

Period and Rank

difference within Dyad

ID and Bout ID

1860 observations;

48 Target IDs, 48

Partner IDs, 173 Dyad

IDs, 465 Bout IDs

Initiation,

Response,

Sequence

Model 4a: requesting a favourable grooming switch

Do groomers give ELSs

to elicit grooming

from the partner?

Poisson model

Number of favourable

switches elicited by the

target individual (here

groomer)

Period*Rank difference,

Period*CAI (Period has

2 levels: 10 s after ELS,

remainder of duration

as groomer in the bout;

offset by log-

transformed period

duration)

Rank difference,

CAI

Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

Period, CAI, Rank

difference, Period*CAI

within Target ID,

Period, CAI, Rank

difference, Period*CAI,

Period*Rank difference

within Partner ID

364 observations;

40 Target IDs, 37

Partner IDs, 107 Dyad

IDs, 163 Bout IDs

Initiation

Model 4b: requesting a favourable grooming switch; goal-directed behaviour

Are groomers more

likely to persist or

elaborate in

communication or

terminate grooming

Binomial model

At least one type of

goal-directed

behaviour produced by

the target individual

Goal met: was there a

favourable grooming

switch for the target

individual within 10

secs of an ELS? (Yes/No)

Rank difference,

CAI

Target ID,

Partner ID,

Dyad ID,

Bout ID

Rank difference and CAI

within Target ID and

Partner ID

299 observations (59

where the goal was met

and there was a

favourable switch);

40 Target IDs, 37

Initiation

(continued on next page)
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he had been grooming before the scratch (for further details see

Pika & Mitani, 2006; Pika & Mitani, 2008). Overall, 249 dyadic

grooming bouts were observed, containing 186 groomee ELSs

from 79 unique maleemale dyads.

Data for Sonso and Waibira communities were collected by

C.H. between 2011 and 2016 for Sonso, and by C.H., A.S. and G.B.

between 2014 and 2020 for Waibira. Here data collection involved

focal behaviour sampling (Altmann, 1974) with all social in-

teractions with the potential for gestural communication recor-

ded. While recording was not continuous, a 3 s prerecord function

allowed the capture of the onset of any interaction at which the

camera was directed. Wherever possible this included recording

of the signaller, potential recipients and any subsequent behav-

ioural responses. A running record of the frequency with which

particular individuals were observed was maintained and used to

select whom to film where multiple targets were available. For

Sonso 947 dyadic grooming bouts were identified and checked for

groomee ELS, resulting in 68 groomee ELSs from 34 unique dyads;

for Waibira 578 grooming bouts were identified and checked,

resulting in 45 groomee ELSs from 32 unique dyads.

Video Coding

Kanyawara videos were coded with Observer XT software

(version 14.2) to extract continuous details about (1) whether

there was dyadic grooming or not, (2) grooming roles, (3)

grooming role switches, (4) whether individuals were actively

grooming or in a pause, (5) ELS gestures by either individual and

(6) ‘present groom’ gestures (‘body is moved to deliberately

expose an area to the recipient's attention’; Hobaiter & Byrne,

2014) by either individual.

Testing the Referential Gesture Hypothesis

To investigate this hypothesis, we used data from the four

different communities. Once all groomee ELSs had been identified

in the videos from Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira, we manually

recorded (1) whether the partner groomed within 5 cm of the

scratched areawithin 10 s after the end of the ELS, (2) whether the

signaller produced a ‘present groom’ gesture that overlappedwith

the ELS, (3) whether the signaller scratched the same area again

within 10 s (persistence), (4) whether the signaller gave a ‘present

groom’ gesture, presenting the same area as the scratched spot

within 10 s (elaboration) and (5) whether the signaller terminated

the grooming bout within 10 s. Cases were excluded in which (1)

the ELS covered the same spot that was already being groomed,

(2) the signaller gave a ‘present groom’ gesture that had some

temporal overlap with their ELS and (3) the grooming behaviour

in the 10 s following the ELS was not adequately visible.

Intercoder Reliability

N.L. and C.W. performed all the Observer XT video coding on the

Kanyawara videos. To assess intercoder reliability N.L. and C.W.

both coded the same 40 dyadic grooming bouts, from the total of

775 bouts. In sum, 205 min of dyadic grooming were coded for

intercoder reliability of the total 2944 min coded (6.96%). Cohen's

kappa was determined for all six grooming behaviours outlined in

the ‘video coding’ section above, using the Reliability Analysis

function in Observer XT. The kappa value for all six grooming be-

haviours combined for frequency/sequence (tolerance win-

dow ¼ 1 s) was 0.86, and for duration/sequence 0.96, both

indicating excellent levels of coder agreement (Fleiss, 1981).

C.W. and K.S. coded all groomee ELS events for the referential

gesture hypothesis, using the data sets collected at Kanyawara,T
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Sonso and Waibira. To assess intercoder reliability, C.W. and K.S.

both coded the same 20 of the total 230 groomee ELS events

(8.70%). Cohen's kappa was calculated for all five behaviours out-

lined in the section above; the overall kappa value obtained was

0.90, indicating excellent levels of coder agreement (Fleiss, 1981).

Dominance Rank Calculations

The dominance rank difference between the target individual

and the partner was included in all statistical models (generally as a

control predictor); thus, ranks had to be calculated for all four

communities. In the cross-site comparison of the referential func-

tion of ELSs, the published Ngogo data set used the directionality of

pant-grunts and aggressive interactions between February and July

2005 among the males to rank them into low-, mid- and high-

ranking categories (Pika & Mitani, 2008). To provide comparable

rank groupings from the other sites, Elo-ratings (Neumann et al.,

2011) were first calculated based on the methods of Muller et al.

(2021) using long-term data on directionality of pant-grunts for

males aged 15 years or older (see Appendix for further details).

Subadult males were given an Elo score that was one ordinal rank

lower than the lowest-ranking adult male. Next, the ranked males

were divided into three equally sized groups (high, mid and low

ranking, to match the Ngogo data) for each month. If there was one

‘leftover’ individual (e.g. 10 males divided by three), then an extra

individual was put in the low-ranking category. If there were two

‘leftover’ individuals (e.g. 11 divided by three) then one extra in-

dividual was put in the low- and one in the mid-ranking category.

In the tests of alternative functions of the ELS, conducted with

data from the Kanyawara community only, an average ordinal rank

was determined for each individual for each month, including fe-

males, with 1 being the highest ranking. Individuals who had not

yet entered the adult dominance hierarchy were given a rank of

n þ 1, where n¼the Elo-rating of the lowest-ranking individual, for

any given month. For instance, if in a given month there were 20

adults in the dominance hierarchy, with ranks 1e20, then all

nonadults were given a rank of 21.

Composite Association Index (CAI)

A composite association index (CAI) was entered into statistical

models investigating alternative functions of ELSs in the Kanyawara

community, as a control predictor, with the rationale that the na-

ture of the relationship between grooming partners may affect

their communication. The CAI combined three measures: (1) party

level association, i.e. the frequency with which two individuals

were in the same party; (2) 5 m association, i.e. the frequency with

which two individuals were within 5 m of one another; and (3)

nearest-neighbour association, i.e. the frequency with which two

individuals were seen as nearest neighbours. Scores for each

measure were standardized against the community average (all

possible dyads among independent individuals, i.e. adults andmost

subadults), with any value above one being above the community

average. The standardized scores for each of these three measures

were averaged for each dyad to achieve the CAI for that pair of

individuals (based on Gilby & Wrangham, 2008). As the study pe-

riods at Kanyawara were spread out over several years, and had

varying durations, CAI was determined for every 3e4-month

period, for all dyads.

Statistical Models

Model 1: referential function

This model addressed the first research question, whether ELSs

refer to the location where the signaller wishes to receive

grooming, in maleemale dyads. The structure of the model is

shown in Table 1, but to summarize, we tested the effect of ‘com-

munity’ (fixed effect; four levels: Kanyawara, Ngogo, Sonso, Wai-

bira) on the probability of a target individual's ELS eliciting

grooming from the partner within 5 cm of the scratched location

(Yes/No), within 10 s of the end of the scratch. The target individual

in this case was the individual who produced an ELS while

receiving grooming (groomee).

Although the effect of community was the main focus, we also

wanted to control for the rank class of the target individual and a

potential interaction with rank class difference (between target

individual and partner) with community. Previous research at

Ngogo suggests that rank class differences may influence whether

the scratched area is groomed (Pika & Mitani, 2006). Thus, we

included target individual rank class (high, medium, low) and the

interaction between community and rank class difference (partner

being higher, same or lower rank class than the target individual) in

the model (Table 1).

As explained in detail in the Statistical Analysis section below,

full models comprising test and control predictors (fixed effects)

and random effects were tested against null models comprising

only control predictors and random effects (see Table 1 for details of

all variables entered).

In addition to this model, we were interested in examining

whether the signaller would actively pursue the goal of receiving

grooming in the scratched location by showing elevated likelihoods

of persisting or elaborating in communication and/or terminating

the grooming bout if this putative goal was not met. Doing so was

possible for Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira, where videos were

available for all groomee ELSs. We did not run a statistical model on

these data as the data were very unbalanced across the behavioural

categories, which prevented a stablemodel being fitted. Instead, we

present descriptive statistics in the Results.

Model 2a: grooming initiation

To address the second research question, whether ELSs are given

in a grooming initiation context, we investigated the effect of

‘period’ (fixed effect, two levels: 20 s before dyadic grooming,

during dyadic grooming) on ELS count, for the target individual

(Table 1). To control for varying period duration, we included

period duration (log-transformed) as an offset term. We included

both individuals in the dyad as target individuals, as long as they

had the full 20 s period before dyadic grooming available. For

instance, if the dyadic grooming bout involved chimp A and chimp

B, and both were visible for the full 20 s before grooming

commenced, then we recorded the number of ELSs produced by

chimp A as the target individual with chimp B as the partner, as

well as the number of ELSs produced by chimp B as the target in-

dividual with chimp A as the partner.

Although the effect of ‘period’ was the main focus, we also

wanted to rule out interactions with rank difference and CAI. Thus,

we included the interaction between period and rank difference,

and period and CAI, in the model (Table 1).

Model 2b: grooming initiation; grooming role

A further aim of research question 2 was to test the idea that

ELSs at grooming initiation meant ‘groom me’ (Hobaiter & Byrne,

2014). Thus, we tested whether producing an ELS immediately

prior to a grooming bout commencing was associated with a higher

likelihood of becoming the groomee at grooming initiation.

Although the main focus was the effect of the target individual's

ELS (Yes/No) on the probability of the target individual subse-

quently becoming the groomer or groomee, we also wanted to rule

out a potential interaction with Elo rank difference (henceforth

rank difference). Thus, we included the interaction between ELS
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and rank difference as the fixed effect (see Table 1). Again, data

were included from both individuals in the dyad (i.e. both were

entered as the target individual once), as long as they had the full

20 s period before dyadic grooming available.

Model 3: grooming reinitiation when in pause

To address the third research question; whether ELSs are given

to reinitiate grooming when there is a pause in grooming, we tested

the effect of ‘period’ (fixed effect, two levels: during pause, during

active grooming) on ELS count, for the target individual (Table 1).

We included period duration (log-transformed) as an offset term. A

pause was defined as a break in active grooming between a given

dyad of 3e60 s duration.

Although our main interest was the effect of ‘period’ on ELS

count, we also wanted to rule out potential interactions with rank

difference and CAI. Thus, we included the interactions between

period and rank difference, and period and CAI, as fixed effects (see

Table 1). Both individuals from the dyad were included as target

individuals in this analysis.

Model 4a: requesting a favourable grooming switch

To address the fourth research question, whether ELSs are given

by groomers during a grooming bout to elicit grooming from the

partner, we tested the effect of ‘period’ (fixed effect, two levels: 10 s

after groomer ELS, remainder of duration as groomer) on ‘favour-

able switch’ count, for the target individual. We included period

duration (log-transformed) as an offset term. A ‘favourable switch’

was a grooming direction switch where the target individual (here

the groomer) then received grooming (either becoming the groo-

mee or engaging in mutual grooming).

Although the main focus was the effect of ‘period’ we also

wanted to rule out potential interactions with rank difference and

CAI. Thus, we included the interactions between period and rank

difference, and period and CAI, as fixed effects (see Table 1). Both

individuals from the dyad were included as target individuals in

this analysis, as long as they produced at least one ELS while in the

role of the groomer.

Model 4b: requesting a favourable grooming switch; goal-directed

behaviour

A further aim of research question 4was to test whether the goal

of the signaller when producing an ELS was to obtain grooming

from their partner. We tested whether the putative goal of a

favourable switch was met (fixed effect, two levels: Yes/No) on the

probability of the target individual (here the signaller) showing at

least one behaviour indicative of pursuing this goal in the 10 s after

the initial ELS (persistence or elaboration in communication, or

termination of the grooming bout; Yes/No). Here persistence was

defined as another ELS in any body area, and elaboration was

defined as a ‘present groom’ gesture.

Although the main focus was the effect of the goal being met (or

not), we also wanted to control for rank difference and CAI. Thus,

we included these three fixed effects in the model (see Table 1).

Both individuals from the dyad were included as target individuals

in this analysis, as long as they produced at least one ELS while in

the role of the groomer.

Model 5: social anxiety

To address the fifth research question, whether individuals

produce more ELSs when grooming with a higher-ranking or less

affiliated partner, suggesting that ELSs may be a sign of social

anxiety, we tested the effects of rank difference and CAI on the

number of ELSs produced by the target individual during the dyadic

grooming bout. We included observation (grooming) duration (log-

transformed) as an offset term. We were also interested in the

potential interaction between rank difference and CAI, so included

the interaction as an additional predictor variable (see Table 1).

Both individuals from the dyad were included as target individuals

in this analysis.

Statistical Analysis

Generalized linear mixed models (Baayen, 2008) with binomial

error distributions and logit link function or Poisson error distri-

butions with log link function (McCullagh & Nelder 1989) were

used for all analyses. Whenever a model comprised an interaction,

it included all lower-order terms this encompassed.

Quantitative predictor variables were always scaled by z-

transforming to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one, to

allow for easier interpretation of the model coefficients (Schielzeth,

2010) and to ease model convergence.

For all Poisson models, we were interested in the count of a

particular behaviour during two different periods, which varied

considerably in observation effort. Hence, we included the (log-

transformed) observation time as an offset term in the models

(McCullagh& Nelder, 1989). To control for repeated observations of

the same individuals and dyads grooming, target ID, partner ID and

dyad ID were included as random intercept effects. Additionally, in

the cases where there were multiple observations from the same

dyadic grooming bout, bout ID was also included as a random in-

tercepts effect. To avoid underestimation of standard errors and to

keep type 1 error rates at 0.05, all theoretically identifiable random

slopes were included in each model (Schielzeth & Forstmeier,

2009; Barr et al., 2013; see the Appendix for the random slopes

included in each model). Estimates of the correlations between the

random intercepts and slopes were also initially included. However,

if a ‘singular fit’ message suggested some of the random effects

terms to be unidentifiable, as indicated by absolute correlation

parameters being essentially one (Matuschek et al., 2017), then

these correlations were dropped from the model. In all cases where

these were dropped, the correlations did not contribute much to

the explanatory value of the model (assessed by the difference in

log likelihood; the effects of dropping these are reported in the

Appendix). Model stability was estimated by dropping the levels of

the random effects one at a time from the data and comparing the

estimates derived for the same full model fitted to these subsets

with those obtained for the full data set (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012;

see Appendix for all stability values). When therewere two or more

fixed effects, we assessed collinearity using variance inflation fac-

tors (VIF; Field, 2005) based on a standard linear model, which did

not include interactions (if any were present in the model), nor

random effects. Dispersion was also assessed for all nonbinomial

models. None of the models showed concerning values for VIF

(>10; Field, 2005) or dispersion; the results of these checks can be

found in the Appendix.

To ascertain the effect of the test predictors and to avoid cryptic

multiple testing (Forstmeier & Schielzeth, 2011), fullenull model

comparisons were carried out, with the null model lacking the test

predictors (Table 1) in the fixed effects part, but otherwise being

identical to the full model in terms of the random and control fixed

effects structure. The effect of individual fixed effects was tested by

comparing the full model with reduced models lacking them, one

at a time (Barr et al., 2013). For the fullenull model comparison, as

well as the fullereduced model comparisons, a likelihood ratio test

was used (Dobson, 2002; R function drop1 with argument ‘test’ set

to ‘Chisq’).

Models were implemented in R (version 4.0.2; R Core Team;

https://www.R-project.org); using the function glmer of the pack-

age lme4 (version 1.1e21; Bates et al., 2015). VIFs were determined

using the function vif of the package car (Fox & Weisberg, 2018).
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Model stability was assessed using a function written by R.M.

Confidence intervals of the model estimates and fitted values were

obtained using parametric bootstraps (function bootMer of the

package lme4, N ¼ 1000 bootstraps).

RESULTS

Here we report the main findings for each of the research

questions and models; further model results including estimates,

standard errors, confidence intervals, minimum and maximum of

model estimates obtained after dropping levels of the random ef-

fects one at a time and estimated standard deviations for the

contribution of the random effects can be found in Appendix

Tables A1eA19. Descriptive statistics on the body areas scratched

during ELSs are also presented in the Appendix.

Model 1: Referential Function

The full model fitted the data better than the null model (like-

lihood ratio test: ꭕ
2
9 ¼ 29.249, P < 0.001). However, as the com-

munity*rank class difference interaction was found not to be

significant, a reduced model was fitted excluding this interaction,

but including community, focal rank class and rank class difference

as main effects. The reduced model showed a significant effect of

community (ꭕ23 ¼ 22.624, P < 0.001). The fixed effect ‘community’

was releveled to explore where the significant differences lay be-

tween the communities. It was found that at Ngogo the partner was

significantly more likely to groom the location scratched by the

signaller than at the other three communities (Fig. 1). There were

no significant differences between the other three communities.

For Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira we also had data on dyads

including females (femaleefemale and femaleemale). When

including all dyads, the percentage of groomee ELSs to receive

grooming within 5 cm of the scratched location within 10 s

remained low and were similar for all dyads and maleemale dyads

(Fig. 2). Further breakdown of all dyads in maleefemale,

femaleemale and femaleefemale categories for comparison with

maleemale dyads is available in the Appendix (see Fig. A1).

In addition, for Kanyawara, Sonso andWaibira it was possible to

descriptively explore whether the signaller's goal (intended

meaning) was to elicit grooming in the scratched area.We expected

that signallers would be more likely to engage in goal-directed

behaviours such as persistence or elaboration of communication

or terminate the grooming interaction in cases where the putative

goal was not met thanwhen it was met. Instances of these markers

of goal-directed behaviour were relatively rare, but in contrast to

the pattern expected if the signaller's goal was to elicit grooming in

the scratched location, Fig. 3 shows that chimpanzees were more

likely in all three communities to show at least one of these three

behaviours when they received grooming in the scratched area

(putative goal met) compared to when they did not (putative goal

not met).

Model 2a: Grooming Initiation

The full model fitted the data better than the null model (like-

lihood ratio test: ꭕ23 ¼ 21.405, P < 0.001). However, as the period-

*rank difference and period*CAI interactions were found not to be

significant, a reduced model was fitted excluding these in-

teractions, but including period, rank difference and CAI as main

effects. The reduced model showed a significant effect of period

(ꭕ21 ¼ 26.834, P < 0.001), indicating that the count of ELSs pro-

duced by the target individual was higher in the 20 s period before

the start of dyadic grooming compared to the count during the

remainder of the grooming bout (see Fig. 4).

Model 2b: Grooming Initiation; Grooming Role

To investigate whether an individual's grooming role when

dyadic grooming started was predicted by whether they produced

an ELS in the 20 s prior to grooming, we examined this in the cases

where an individual was visible for the full 20 s before grooming

commenced. We then recorded whether they produced an ELS in

this period or not, and whether they became the groomer or

groomee when grooming started. Overall, the full model fitted the

data better than the null model (ꭕ22 ¼ 7.839, P ¼ 0.019). However,

as the ELS*rank difference interaction was found not to be signifi-

cant, a reduced model was fitted excluding this interaction, but

including ELS (Yes/No) and rank difference as main effects. The

reduced model showed a significant effect of ELS (ꭕ21 ¼7.558,

P ¼ 0.006), as well as rank difference (which was included as a

control variable; ꭕ
2
1 ¼11.685, P<0.001) on subsequent grooming

role. Individuals were significantly more likely to become the

groomer (rather than groomee) when they gave an ELS in the 20 s

before dyadic grooming started (see Fig. 5). When the partner was

dominant, individuals were more likely to become the groomer in

65/92 cases (70.65%) than when the partner was subordinate (28/

99 cases; 28.28%). In other words, higher-ranking individuals were

more likely to be groomed than to groom. This excludes cases

where both individuals had the same ordinal rank (e.g. both in-

dividuals were subadults).

Model 3: Grooming Reinitiation when in Pause

To explore whether the ELS might also play a role in reinitiating

grooming, we analysed the number of ELSs produced in pauses

compared to during active grooming. The full model fitted the data

better than the null model (ꭕ23 ¼ 70.779, P < 0.001). However, as

the period*rank difference interaction was found not to be signif-

icant, a reduced model was fitted excluding this interaction, but

including period, CAI and rank difference as main effects, as well as

the period*CAI interaction. The reduced model showed a signifi-

cant effect of the interaction between period and CAI (ꭕ21 ¼ 4.365,
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P ¼ 0.037). The count of ELSs was higher in pauses than during

active grooming; however, while CAI did not seem to affect ELS

count during active grooming, there was a slight increase in ELS

count for less affiliated individuals during pauses (Fig. 6).

Model 4a: Requesting a Favourable Grooming Switch

Here we examined whether the groomer might use an ELS to

elicit grooming from the partner (i.e. a ‘favourable switch’). The full

model fitted the data better than the null model (ꭕ23 ¼ 32.877,

P < 0.001). However, as the period*rank difference and the peri-

od*CAI interactions were found not to be significant, a reduced

model was fitted excluding the interactions, but including period,

CAI and rank difference as main effects. The reducedmodel showed

a significant effect of period (ꭕ21 ¼ 32.390, P < 0.001). The count of

favourable switches was significantly higher in the 10 s following

an ELS compared to the count during the remainder of the time as a

groomer during the grooming bout (see Fig. 7), suggesting that

groomersmay use this gesture to elicit grooming from their partner

during a grooming bout.

Model 4b: Requesting a Favourable Grooming Switch; Goal-directed

Behaviour

To ascertain whether the groomer actively pursued the goal of

eliciting grooming from the partner (a ‘favourable’ switch) we

explored the effect of whether the groomer received grooming in

the 10 s after they produced an ELS gesture (Yes/No) on whether

they showed at least one goal-directed behaviour, namely persis-

tence or elaboration of communication or termination of the

grooming bout. Overall, the full model fitted the data better than

the null model (ꭕ21 ¼15.156, P<0.001). When the signaller pro-

duced an ELS but their ‘goal’ of eliciting a favourable grooming

switch was not met, they were significantly more likely to show

persistence or elaboration of communication and/or termination of

grooming (Fig. 8). The control variables rank difference and CAI
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were not found to have a significant impact on whether the

signaller showed goal-directed behaviours. This model was not

very stable in terms of the fixed effect of interest (‘goal met’),

meaning it was hard to estimate the effect of this variable conclu-

sively, and the result should be considered with caution.

Nevertheless, descriptively, when the goal of receiving a favourable

grooming switch was not met following an ELS, the individual then

showed goal-directed behaviour in 49/240 cases (20.42%). When a

favourable switch was achieved, the individual showed goal-

directed behaviour in only 1/59 cases (1.69%).

Model 5: Social Anxiety

Finally, to establish whether ELSs might be a sign of anxiety and

more likely to occur in high stress situations, such as groomingwith

a more dominant and/or less affiliated partner, we explored the

effect of rank difference and CAI (and their interaction) with the

partner on the number of ELSs an individual produces during

grooming. The full model did not fit the data better than the null

model (ꭕ22 ¼ 2.139, P ¼ 0.343), suggesting that the number of ELSs

an individual produced in a dyadic grooming bout was not signif-

icantly influenced by the rank difference, the social bond between

signaller and partner or the interaction between these. Thus, it

seems unlikely that ELSs weremerely a sign of social anxiety during

dyadic grooming.

DISCUSSION

Our exploration of the function of the ELS signal in grooming

contexts failed to replicate the previous finding from Ngogo of this

signal functioning in a referential manner in three other chim-

panzee communities. We found that signallers in maleemale dyads

were significantly more likely to receive grooming in the scratched

location at Ngogo than in the three remaining sites. In Kanyawara,

Sonso and Waibira the likelihood of receiving grooming in the

scratched area was too low to consider this a putative function for

this signal in these communities, when considering both

maleemale dyads and all dyads including females. Furthermore,

signallers rarely behaved in a manner consistent with pursuing this

putative goal. Markers of goal-directed behaviour (persistence or

elaboration of communication and termination of the grooming

interaction; Townsend et al., 2017) that are expected in the face of

not achieving the desired goal of a signal were more frequently

observed when the goal of obtaining grooming in the scratched

location was met than when it was not met. At Kanyawara, Sonso

and Waibira, individuals may rely on another signal, ‘present

groom’ (where the signaller's body is moved to deliberately expose

an area to the recipient's attention; Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014), to

indicate to their partner where they wish to be groomed. Indeed,

Hobaiter and Byrne (2014) provided data from Sonso showing that

the ‘apparently satisfactory outcome’ (a behaviour change in the

recipient that seems to satisfy the signaller and leads to the

cessation of signalling) of the ‘present groom’ gesture is to elicit

grooming of the presented body part. Similarly, bonnet macaques

have also been documented to use present groom gestures for this

function (Gupta & Sinha, 2016). Together, these data show that the

ELS may only be effective at directing partners to a desired

grooming location in the Ngogo community, and therefore that

habitual use of a referential gesture in chimpanzees is not ubiqui-

tous in this species. These apparent differences in use have rami-

fications for our understanding of the evolution of referential

signals and highlight the need to continue to look for gestures that

may fulfil a referential function in naturalistic conspecific

interactions.

There are several reasons why the current exploration of a

referential function for the ELS in three different chimpanzee

communities may have failed to replicate Pika and Mitani's (2006)

original findings. One possibility is that methodological in-

consistencies between Pika and Mitani (2006) and the present

study led to this discrepancy. Most importantly, scratches from
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Kanyawara, Sonso andWaibirawere assessed fromvideo data using

strict criteria for what constituted an ELS and a ‘match’ of grooming

to that area, whereas the original data set was limited to real-time

coding observations from a single observer, alongside a limited

amount of video footage that was only examined by one observer. It

is crucial that video data coded by multiple observers with robust

interobserver reliability measures are collected in the future from

the Ngogo chimpanzees to confirm the referential function of this
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gesture at this site. An additional methodological difference was

that sample sizes for Kanyawara, Sonso and Waibira were much

smaller for maleemale dyads compared to the Ngogo sample,

leading to less precise estimates from these communities. However,

we also failed to replicate the Ngogo results in the other commu-

nities in a larger data set including females in dyads, with low in-

stances of ‘matches’ between scratched and subsequent grooming

locations remaining (13% at Kanyawara, 26% at Sonso and 34% at

Waibira). Furthermore, given that our descriptive results indicated

that individuals from the other communities did not seem to be

pursuing the goal of their partner grooming the scratched location,

it seems unlikely that more data from these three sites would have

altered the pattern observed.

If future work can confirm the referential function of the ELS

gesture at Ngogo, this would open the possibility of the ‘directed

scratch’ being culturally specific to the Ngogo community. While

extensive overlap in the form and broad function of the gestural

repertoire of different great ape species has led some to suggest the

available repertoires of great ape gesture types are innately speci-

fied (Byrne et al., 2017; Graham et al., 2018), it is also the case that

they are flexibly deployed to convey different meanings (Hobaiter

& Byrne, 2014). Group-specific variation in the presence of

attention-getting gestural signals has been claimed in wild chim-

panzees (Whiten et al., 1999); however, variation in meaning or

function of gestures has not been previously explored in different

groups of the same species (Pika & Deschner 2019). In fact, to our

knowledge, with the exception of Pika and Mitani's (2006) work on

the ELS, data examining the meaning of gestures in wild chim-

panzees have been taken solely from the Sonso community

(Roberts et al., 2012; 2013; Hobaiter & Byrne, 2014, 2017; Graham

et al., 2018). Our data highlight another potential community

level difference in use at the level of more fine-grained meaning.

ELSs are used to initiate grooming at both Sonso and Kanyawara,

but while scratchers in Sonso subsequently receive grooming in the

majority of cases (‘groom me’), the majority of scratchers in

Kanyawara subsequently provide grooming to their partner (‘let me

groom you’). A potentially cultural distinction in gesture meaning

in chimpanzees would represent a novel aspect of continuity with

human symbolic gestural usage, as diversity in the meaning of our

communicative signals is relatively common. For instance, to Eu-

ropean citizens a ‘thumbs up’ would be interpreted as an agree-

ment or perhaps ‘good luck’, but in some cultures, such as Iranian

culture, this serves as a derogatory gesture (Archer, 1997;

Najarzadegan, 2016). While our data present a potentially exciting

prospect for the future of ape gestural research, there remain a

number of alternative explanations for groupwise variation in the

frequency with which a particular meaning might occur or be

detected. Replicated video data and evidence of goal-directed

behaviour from the signaller's perspective are needed to confirm

apparent flexibility in the use of ELS meanings during grooming

across populations.

While our data did not support a referential function for the ELS

outside of Ngogo, further investigation of alternative functions in

the Kanyawara community did reveal an important role for this

gesture in aiding cooperative interactions. In line with Goodall

(1986) and Hobaiter and Byrne (2014), we found support for the

ELS being used to initiate grooming, both prior to a bout beginning

and to reinitiate grooming when it had paused. Here, the ELS allows

individuals to communicate a desire to start grooming, a coopera-

tive behaviour vital to maintaining social bonds, social tolerance

and for repairing relationships following aggression (Dunbar, 1991,

2010; Terry, 1970). Advertising a willingness to cooperate can result

in various fitness-enhancing benefits in the animal kingdom. For

instance, grouper fish use ‘head shakes’ to engage moray eels in

cooperative hunting behaviour, allowing groupers to be almost five

times more likely to capture prey thanwhen hunting alone (Bshary

et al., 2006). Recruitment calls are an effective signal for coopera-

tion in both predator mobbing (Manser, 2001; Manser et al., 2001)

and territory defence contexts (Gersick et al., 2015). Being able to

effectively engage conspecifics (or even heterospecifics) in coop-

erative acts thus has several advantages to an individual, and our

findings suggest a pivotal usage of the ELS in instigating and

reengaging partners in one such cooperative behaviour.

At Kanyawarawe further explored variation in the use of the ELS

across the grooming bout. Here, the ELS can facilitate grooming

direction switches: groomers produced ELSs to request grooming

from their partner. Groomers also demonstrated higher levels of

persistence or elaboration of communication or termination of the

grooming bout if the goal of receiving grooming from the partner

was not met compared to when it was. The ELS signal may there-

fore play an important role in negotiating the dynamics of a

grooming bout, allowing groomers to indicate when reciprocation

of this valuable service should be delivered. Interestingly, while a

groomer ELS during a grooming bout seems to indicate ‘groomme’,

an ELS produced before the initiation of a grooming bout seems to

indicate ‘let me groom you’. This indicates potential for flexibility in

the ‘meaning’ of the signal within grooming, depending on the

specific behavioural context the signal is produced in. Receivers

likely have to combine the signal with fine-grained contextual cues

to respond in these two differential ways. Future research would

need to confirm that when producing an ELS prior to a grooming

bout, the signaller's goal was to offer grooming to a partner, but, if

confirmed, this would demonstrate the importance of context for

correctly interpreting signal meaning (Graham et al., 2020). The

integration of context with signals to access the signaller's meaning

is fundamental to language (Scott-Phillips, 2015). For instance,

stating ‘Michael's on fire!’ would garner very different responses if

he had just scored his fifth goal in a football match, compared to if

he had just exited a burning building. Using the behavioural context

to interpret whether the appropriate response to an ELS signal is to

offer grooming or be willing to receive it has the potential to show

commonalities with this aspect of pragmatics in language.

While we found promising evidence for two different commu-

nicative functions of the ELS in the Kanyawara community (initiate

or reinitiate grooming and request reciprocation of grooming), we

found no support for these exaggerated scratch gestures being

conflated with indications of anxiety. The number of ELSs produced

was not influenced by either the rank difference between partners

or the social bond between the signaller and partner. Since chim-

panzees have been noted to scratch during times of social stress

(Baker & Aureli, 1997; Botero et al., 2013), it is likely that exagger-

ated scratch gestures differ in form from anxiety-induced scratches,

or possibly that the particular interactions we focused on were not

in fact a source of anxiety for individuals.

The importance of the current work is not limited to identifying

the function of the ELS, but also in emphasizing the necessity of

both replication and collaboration during data collection. Research

on nonhuman primates is prone to multiple methodological crit-

icisms, such as small sample sizes, pseudoreplication and diffi-

culties in directly comparing findings across studies (Slocombe

et al., 2011; Waller et al., 2013). The importance of validating

previous findings is therefore particularly paramount in a litera-

ture vulnerable to false positive results. Often, replication has been

seen as devoid of innovation in scientific fields (Nosek et al., 2012),

but here we show that replication can reveal interesting new av-

enues of research. Comparing signal use, function and meaning

across populations may reveal important insights into the flexi-

bility of communication systems; however, collaboration between

research groups will be vital to ensuring such cross-site compar-

isons are feasible.
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In conclusion, we found significant cross-site variation in the

extent to which recipients of groomee ELSs respond by grooming

the scratched area. We found little evidence that this signal fulfils a

referential function in Kanyawara, Sonso or Waibira communities

from either a signaller or a recipient point of view. This finding

indicates that habitual use of a referential scratch signal in

conspecific grooming interactions is not ubiquitous in chimpan-

zees, which has implications for our understanding of the evolution

of referential signals. In the Kanyawara community the ELS fulfils

two alternative functions: first, to initiate grooming bouts and to

reinitiate grooming during pauses, and second, for the groomer to

request reciprocation of grooming from their partner. The ELS plays

an important role in this community of chimpanzees in initiating

and negotiating the dynamics of these crucial cooperative dyadic

interactions.
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Appendix

Methods

Additional details on Elo rating calculation for Sonso and Waibira

chimpanzee communities

Sonso and Waibira male ranks were also calculated using the

Elo-rating method (following the method used by Muller et al.,

2021 for Kanyawara) using long-term observational data on pant-

grunts (Sonso: May 2009 to December 2016; Waibira: July 2015

to January 2020). Only pant-grunt interactions betweenmales were

included, where both individuals were older than 15 years, and

where each was involved in nine or more pant-grunt interactions

across the observation period (Glickman & Doan, 2010). A few ad-

justments had to be made to the calculation method for Sonso and

Waibira. (1) k constants were estimated separately for the Sonso

andWaibira hierarchies usingmaximum likelihood fitting (Foerster

et al., 2016). For different values of k we calculated the overall log

likelihood of the observed data based on winning probabilities for

each interaction (Sonso, N¼759; Waibira: N¼906), selecting the

optimal k value as the one that produced the lowest overall log

likelihood (smaller overall log likelihood indicates that a given k

value produced scores for individuals such that across interactions

winners had a higher predicted probability of winning). Using this

method, we calculated Elo scores using k ¼ 67.53 for Sonso males

(N¼13) and k ¼ 69.00 for Waibira males (N¼19). (2) Observational

data on pant-grunts included a 6-month global burn-in period

(prior to the observation period for ELS) wheremonthly ranks were

not calculated (i.e. Sonso: May 2009 to December 2009; Waibira:

July 2015 to January 2016).

Additional details on statistical models

Model 1: Referential function. For this binomial model each row

constituted a separate ‘groomee’ ELS case, given by the target in-

dividual, and we recorded whether the partner then groomed the

target individual (the signaller) within 5 cm of the scratch, within

10 s of the end of the scratch.

MaximumVIF was found to be 1.809, suggesting there was no

issue in terms of collinearity between community, signaller rank

class and rank class difference. No random slopes were identifiable;

thus, there were also no correlations between intercepts and

slopes.

We compared the full model, comprising community*rank class

difference, community, rank class difference and signaller rank

class, with a null model lacking the community*rank class differ-

ence interaction and also the main effect of community in the fixed

effects part. This model was fitted with the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.

Model 2a. Grooming initiation. For this Poisson model, data were

included from both individuals in the dyad (i.e. both were entered

as the target individual once), as long as they had the full 20 s

period before dyadic grooming available. For instance, if the dyadic

grooming bout involved chimp A and chimp B, and both were

visible for the full 20 s before grooming commenced, then two rows

of data were entered; we recorded the number of ELSs produced by

chimp A as the target individual, with chimp B as the partner, as

well as the number of ELSs produced by chimp B as the target in-

dividual, with chimp A as the partner.

Maximum VIF was found to be 1.00, suggesting there was no

issue in terms of collinearity between period, CAI and rank dif-

ference. The correlations between random intercept and slopes

were dropped for Target ID, Dyad ID and Bout ID; dropping these

led to a very minor decrease in model fit (loglikelihoods; full

model including the correlation parameters ¼ -254.45 (df¼60),

full model lacking the correlation parameters ¼ -258.23 (df¼39)).

Dispersion was assessed; a dispersion parameter of 0.37 sug-

gested the response was underdispersed, and thus more

conservative.

The full model comprised period, rank difference, CAI, period-

*rank difference and period*CAI interactions, with a null model

lacking period and the period*rank difference and period*CAI in-

teractions. This model was fitted with the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.

Model 2b. Grooming initiation; grooming role. For this binomial

model each row constituted one case where the target individual

was visible for the full 20 s before they started dyadic grooming.

Data were included from both individuals in each dyadic bout (i.e.

both were entered as the target individual once), as long as they

both had the full 20 s period before dyadic grooming available. For

each case we recorded whether they produced an ELS and the

grooming role they subsequently assumed when grooming started.

Cases were excluded if (1) the bout started with mutual grooming

and (2) the target individual gave a ‘present groom’ gesture in the

20 s prior to grooming. Note that because both individuals in the

dyad could not become the groomer within the same bout (this was

mutually exclusive), this is a limitation the model cannot account

for.

Maximum VIF was found to be 1.00, indicating that there was

no issue in terms of collinearity between target individual ELS

(Yes/No) and rank difference. The correlations between random

intercept and slopes were dropped for Partner ID; dropping this

led to practically no decrease in model fit (log-likelihoods: full

model with Partner ID correlation parameters ¼ -132.218

(df¼12), full model lacking the correlation parameters ¼

-132.232 (df¼11)).

We compared the full model, comprising target individual ELS

(Yes/No), rank difference and the target individual *rank difference

interaction, with a null model lacking target individual ELS and the

target individual ELS*rank difference interaction in the fixed effects

part. This model was fitted with the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.

Model 3. Grooming reinitiation when in pause. For this Poisson

model each grooming bout that contained at least one pause

contributed four rows: two for the pause period and two for the

active grooming period, as both individuals of the dyad were the

target individual once. For each row we recorded the number of

ELSs produced by the target individual, as well as the observation

time. In the count of ELSs during pauses we excluded ELSs where

the target individual was the groomer before the pause and

scratched within the first 2 s of the pause, as for these it seemed

likely that the pause itself was caused by the groomer stopping to

scratch.

MaximumVIF was found to be 1.00, indicating that there was no

issue in terms of collinearity between period, rank difference and

CAI. The correlations between random intercept and slopes were

dropped for Partner ID and Dyad ID; dropping these led to a very

minor decrease in model fit (loglikelihoods; full model including

the correlation parameters ¼ -551.545 (df¼60), full model lacking

the correlation parameters ¼ -554.070 (df¼42)). Dispersion was

assessed, and a dispersion parameter of 0.332 suggested that the

response was very underdispersed, thus likely making the model

more conservative.

The full model comprised period, rank difference, CAI and the

period*rank difference and period*CAI interactions; the null model

lacked period, period*rank difference and period*CAI in the fixed

effects part. This model was fitted with the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.
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Model 4a. Requesting a favourable grooming switch. For this Poisson

model, only grooming bouts that contained at least one (initiation)

groomer ELS were included. For the individual(s) in the dyad that

gave the ELS while in a groomer role (the ‘target individual’), there

were two rows: one for the 10 s period after an ELS and one for the

remainder of their time in a groomer role. For both periods we

recorded the number of ‘favourable switches’ (where the signaller

switched grooming role from groomer to groomee or mutual), as

well as the available observation time. If both individuals in the

dyad gave an ELS while in a groomer role, then each contributed

two rows as the target individual for that grooming bout.

MaximumVIF was found to be 1.00, indicating that there was no

issue in terms of collinearity between period, rank difference and

CAI. The correlations between random intercept and slopes were

dropped for Partner ID. Dropping these led to a veryminor decrease

in model fit (loglikelihoods; full model including the correlation

parameters ¼ -351.4871 (df¼44), full model lacking the correlation

parameters ¼ -352.975 (df¼29)). Dispersion was assessed and a

dispersion parameter of 0.794 suggested the response was slightly

underdispersed, thus likely making the model more conservative.

We compared the full model, comprising period, rank differ-

ence, CAI and the period*rank difference and period*CAI in-

teractions, with a null model lacking period, period*rank difference

and period*CAI in the fixed effects part. This model was fitted with

the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.

Model 4b. Requesting a favourable grooming switch; goal-directed

behaviour. For this binomial model each row constituted one case

where an individual (the ‘target individual’) produced an (initia-

tion) groomer ELS. In each case we recorded whether the goal of

achieving a favourable switch was met (Yes/No), and whether the

target individual showed goal-directed behaviours in the 10 s

following this (Yes/No).

Maximum VIF was found to be 1.02, indicating that there was

no issue in terms of collinearity between goal met (Yes/No), rank

difference and CAI. The correlations between random intercept

and slopes were excluded from the model for Target ID and

Partner ID. Dropping these led to practically no decrease in model

fit (loglikelihoods: full model including the correlation

parameters ¼ -121.959 (df¼18), full model lacking the correlation

parameters ¼ -122.006 (df¼12)).

We compared the full model, comprising goal met (Yes/No),

rank difference and CAI, with a null model lacking goal met in the

fixed effects part. This model was fitted with the optimizer

‘bobyqa’.

Model 5. Social anxiety. For this Poissonmodel, each grooming bout

contributed two rows, as both individuals from the dyad were the

target individual once. For each we recorded the number of ELSs

given by the target individual, as well as the observation time

(dyadic bout duration).

MaximumVIF was found to be 1.00, indicating that there was no

issue in terms of collinearity between rank difference and CAI. The

correlations between random intercept and slopes were excluded

from themodel for Target ID and Partner ID. Dropping these led to a

minor decrease in model fit (loglikelihoods; full model including

the correlation parameters ¼ -815.8644 (df¼26), full model lacking

the correlation parameters ¼ -821.4393 (df¼14)). Dispersion was

also assessed, and a dispersion parameter of 0.475 suggested the

response was underdispersed, thus likely making the model more

conservative.

We compared the full model, comprising rank difference, CAI

and the rank difference*CAI interaction, with a null model lacking

rank difference*CAI in the fixed effects part. This model was fitted

with the optimizer ‘bobyqa’.

Additional Results: The Body Area Scratched during ELS

Although not necessary to answer any of our main research

questions, we also coded in the Kanyawara videos the type of body

area scratched where a scratch fell unambiguously into one of the

following body areas: head/face, arm, leg, front torso and back

torso. For Kanyawara, 268 ELSs (N¼48 scratchers) were coded for

body part scratched, which included ELSs given in any grooming

role and of any type (initiation, response and sequence).

The front torso was scratched most frequently, 85/268 cases

(31.7%), followed by the head/face 71/268 (26.5%), arm 54/268

(20.1%), back torso 51/268 (19.0%) and leg 7/268 (2.6%).

Table A1

Model 1 (referential function): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �3.566 1.052 �10.841 �2.026 �4.618 -2.846

CommunityNgogo1 1.800 0.902 0.274 8.108 0.754 2.551

CommunitySonso1 2.100 1.068 �0.181 8.990 1.103 3.004

CommunityWaibira1 �14.325 2703.760 �18.832 �10.897 �16.346 �13.406

Rank.class.difflower2 1.603 1.234 �5.632 8.466 0.772 2.677

Rank.class.diffsame2 1.984 1.044 �0.004 8.620 0.581 2.943

Target.rank.classlow3 1.878 0.827 0.287 4.887 1.508 2.242

Target.rank.classmiddle3 0.395 0.555 �0.719 1.972 0.194 0.719

CommunityNgogo1:rank.class.difflower2 0.662 1.252 �5.835 8.044 �0.108 1.798

CommunitySonso1:rank.class.difflower2 �1.991 1.531 �11.640 5.256 �2.906 �0.968

CommunityWaibira1:rank.class.difflower2 14.724 2703.761 7.666 20.293 �1.154 16.748

CommunityNgogo1:rank.class.diffsame2 0.435 1.246 �6.170 3.493 �0.292 2.156

CommunitySonso1:rank.class.diffsame2 �2.248 1.688 �14.135 1.382 �19.010 �0.611

CommunityWaibira1:rank.class.diffsame2 14.885 2703.760 10.315 19.818 13.966 17.492

Results from the full model investigating the probability of the partner grooming within 5 cm of the location scratched by the target individual (estimates, SEs, confidence

intervals, CI, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 Dummy coded with community¼Kanyawara being the reference category.
2 Dummy coded with rank.class.diff¼higher being the reference category.
3 Dummy coded with target.rank.class¼high being the reference category.
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Table A2

Model 1 (referential function): reduced model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P

Intercept �3.339 0.930 �6.190 �1.728 1

Communityngogo2 2.184 0.524 1.330 3.815 22.624 3 <0.001

Communitysonso2 0.680 0.654 �0.648 2.259

Communitywaibira2 0.392 0.763 �1.667 2.076

Rank.class.difflower3 1.469 0.703 0.027 3.597 7.752 2 0.023

Rank.class.diffsame3 1.765 0.675 0.476 3.684

Target.rank.classlow4 1.648 0.747 0.158 3.664 5.588 2 0.061

Target.rank.classmiddle4 0.350 0.512 �0.734 1.527

Results of the reduced model (lacking the interaction) investigating the probability of the partner grooming within 5 cm of the location scratched by the target individual

(estimates, SE, confidence intervals, CI, and significance tests). Model stability was only evaluated for the full model.
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with community¼Kanyawara being the reference category; the indicated test refers to the overall effect of community.
3 Dummy coded with rank.class.diff¼higher being the reference category; the indicated test refers to the overall effect of rank class difference.
4 Dummy coded with target.rank.class¼high being the reference category; the indicated test refers to the overall effect of target rank class.

Table A3

Model 1 (referential function): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect SD

Bout ID Intercept <0.001

Dyad ID Intercept <0.001

Target ID Intercept 0.218

Partner ID Intercept <0.001

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the probability of the partner grooming within 5 cm of the

location scratched by the target individual.

Table A4

Model 2a (grooming initiation): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �5.481 0.341 �6.379 �5.091 �5.776 �5.301

Period1
�1.852 0.418 �2.656 �1.002 �2.077 �1.627

Rank.diff2 �0.364 0.261 �1.044 0.163 �0.516 �0.234

CAI3 �0.132 0.271 �0.746 0.332 �0.261 0.027

Period1
*rank.diff2 0.364 0.320 �0.205 1.136 0.187 0.490

Period1
*CAI3 0.496 0.305 �0.026 1.164 0.352 0.644

Results of the full model investigating the number of ELSs given by the target individual in the 20 s before dyadic grooming, compared to the number during dyadic grooming

(estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 Dummy coded with period¼before being the reference category.
2 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were zero and 10.42, respectively.
3 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 1.95 and 1.33,

respectively.

Table A5

Model 2a (grooming initiation): reduced model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P

Intercept �5.325 0.293 �6.049 �4.913 1

Period2
�2.096 0.373 �3.082 �1.427 26.834 1 <0.001

Rank.diff3 �0.146 0.175 �0.475 0.174 0.707 1 0.400

CAI4 0.121 0.171 �0.226 0.451 0.494 1 0.482

Results of the reduced model (lacking the interactions) investigating the number of ELSs given by the target individual in the 20 s before dyadic grooming, compared to the

number during dyadic grooming (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and significance tests). Model stability was only evaluated for the full model.
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with period¼before being the reference category.
3 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were zero and 10.42, respectively.
4 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 1.95 and 1.33,

respectively.
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Table A6

Model 2a (grooming initiation): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept 0.941

Bout ID Period 0.985

Bout ID Rank.diff 0.420

Dyad ID Intercept 0.100

Dyad ID Period 0.093

Dyad ID Rank.diff 0.193

Target ID Intercept 0.481

Target ID Period 0.057

Target ID Rank.diff 0.405

Target ID CAI 0.055

Target ID Period*rank.diff 0.047

Target ID Period*CAI 0.055

Partner ID Intercept 0.412

Partner ID Period 0.571

Partner ID Rank.diff 0.823

Partner ID CAI 0.590

Partner ID Period*rank.diff 1.005

Partner ID Period*CAI 0.426

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model exploring number of ELSs given by the target individual in the 20 s before and

during dyadic grooming. CAI: composite association index.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.

Table A7

Model 2b (grooming initiation; grooming role): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �0.248 0.256 �0.770 0.242 �0.363 �0.163

Target ELS1 1.638 0.651 0.576 4.320 1.336 2.226

Rank.diff2 0.788 0.260 0.337 1.413 0.717 1.104

Target ELS1* rank.diff2 0.331 0.634 �0.928 2.683 0.034 0.804

Results of the full model investigating the probability of the target individual becoming the groomer when dyadic grooming started, with this being predicted by whether the

target individual produced an ELS before grooming started (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping levels of

the random effects one at a time).
1 Dummy coded with target individual ELS¼No being the reference category.
2 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were -0.24 and 9.84, respectively.

Table A8

Model 2b (grooming initiation; grooming role): reduced model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P

Intercept �0.265 0.260 �0.836 0.221 1

Target ELS2 1.564 0.615 0.487 3.172 7.632 1 0.006

Rank.diff3 0.833 0.255 0.396 1.544 11.525 1 <0.001

Results of the reduced model (lacking the interaction) investigating the probability of the target individual becoming the groomer when dyadic grooming started, with this

being predicted by whether the target individual produced an ELS before grooming started (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and significance tests). Model stability was

only evaluated for the full model.
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with target individual ELS¼No being the reference category.
3 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were -0.24 and 9.84, respectively.

Table A9

Model 2b (grooming initiation; grooming role): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept <0.001

Dyad ID Intercept <0.001

Target ID Intercept 0.614

Target ID Rank.diff 0.452

Partner ID Intercept 0.649

Partner ID Rank.diff <0.001

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the probability of the target individual becoming the groomer

when dyadic grooming started, with this being predicted by whether the target

individual produced an ELS before grooming started.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.
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Table A11

Model 3 (grooming reinitiation when in pause): reduced model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P

Intercept �10.033 0.490 �13.310 �9.397 1

Period2 4.197 0.485 3.452 7.228 1

Rank.diff3 0.018 0.166 �0.312 0.381 0.011 1 0.916

CAI4 �0.875 0.401 �1.784 �0.233 1

Period2
*CAI4 0.783 0.417 0.092 1.781 4.365 1 0.037

Results of the reduced model (lacking the interactions) investigating the number of ELSs given by the target individual during active grooming and during pauses (estimates,

SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and significance tests). Model stability was only evaluated for the full model.
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with period¼groom being the reference category.
3 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 8.72 and 6.30, respectively.
4 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.06 and 1.39,

respectively.

Table A12

Model 3 (grooming reinitiation when in pause): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept 0.958

Bout ID Rank.diff 0.168

Bout ID Period 0.394

Dyad ID Intercept <0.001

Dyad ID Rank.diff <0.001

Dyad ID Period <0.001

Target ID Intercept 1.008

Target ID Rank.diff 0.227

Target ID Period 1.080

Target ID CAI 0.284

Target ID Period*rank.diff 0.109

Target ID Period*CAI 0.437

Partner ID Intercept 0.187

Partner ID Rank.diff <0.001

Partner ID Period 0.100

Partner ID CAI <0.001

Partner ID Period*rank.diff <0.001

Partner ID Period*CAI <0.001

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the number of ELSs given by the target individual during active

grooming and during pauses. CAI: composite association index.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.

Table A10

Model 3 (grooming reinitiation when in pause): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �9.922 0.488 �13.128 �9.322 �10.516 �9.746

Period1 4.091 0.486 3.400 7.026 3.805 4.428

Rank.diff2 �0.325 0.287 �0.913 0.334 �0.476 �0.203

CAI3 �0.800 0.378 �1.645 �0.120 �1.005 �0.660

Period1
*rank.diff2 0.427 0.288 �0.206 1.057 0.298 0.687

Period1
*CAI3 0.690 0.393 �0.040 1.608 0.506 0.909

Results of the full model investigating the number of ELSs given by the target individual during active grooming and during pauses (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and

minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 Dummy coded with period¼groom being the reference category.
2 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 8.72 and 6.30, respectively.
3 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.06 and 1.39,

respectively.
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Table A13

Model 4a (requesting a favourable grooming switch): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �3.986 0.168 �4.448 �3.760 �4.082 �3.904

Period1
�1.732 0.193 �2.018 �1.272 �1.805 �1.610

Rank.diff2 �0.221 0.175 �0.579 0.118 �0.298 �0.137

CAI3 0.076 0.179 �0.321 0.336 �0.087 0.122

Period1
*rank.diff2 0.122 0.179 �0.197 0.457 0.061 0.202

Period1
*CAI3 0.011 0.178 �0.308 0.411 �0.074 0.147

Results of the full model investigating the number of ‘favourable switches’ in the 10 s after a target individual produces an ELS, compared to the number during the remainder

of dyadic grooming (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 Dummy coded with period¼afterELS being the reference category.
2 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 1.40 and 10.35, respectively.
3 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.10 and 1.28,

respectively.

Table A14

Model 4a (requesting a favourable grooming switch): reduced model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P

Intercept �3.983 0.168 �4.410 �3.739 1

Period2
�1.724 0.188 �2.013 �1.305 32.390 1 <0.001

Rank.diff3 �0.141 0.131 �0.403 0.116 1.089 1 0.297

CAI4 0.082 0.133 �0.190 0.324 0.367 1 0.545

Results of the reduced model (lacking the interactions) investigating the number of ‘favourable switches’ in the 10 s after a target individual produces an ELS, compared to the

number during the remainder of dyadic grooming (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, significance tests, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when dropping

levels of the random effects one at a time). Model stability was only evaluated for the full model.
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with period¼afterELS being the reference category.
3 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 1.40 and 10.35,

respectively.
4 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.10 and 1.28, respectively.

Table A15

Model 4a (requesting a favourable grooming switch): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept <0.001

Dyad ID Intercept 0.461

Target ID Intercept 0.282

Target ID Rank.diff 0.380

Target ID CAI 0.356

Target ID Period 0.292

Target ID Period *CAI 0.287

Partner ID Intercept <0.001

Partner ID Rank.diff 0.171

Partner ID CAI <0.001

Partner ID Period <0.001

Partner ID Period *rank.diff <0.001

Partner ID Period *CAI <0.001

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the number of ‘favourable switches’ in the 10 s after a target

individual produces an ELS, compared to the number during the remainder of dyadic

grooming. CAI: composite association index.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.
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Table A17

Model 4b (requesting a favourable grooming switch; goal-directed behaviour):

estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept 1.435

Dyad ID Intercept <0.001

Target ID Intercept <0.001

Target ID Rank.diff <0.001

Target ID CAI <0.001

Partner ID Intercept <0.001

Partner ID Rank.diff <0.001

Partner ID CAI 0.279

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the probability of the target individual showing persistence,

elaboration or grooming termination when they had elicited a ‘favourable’

grooming switch from the partner (goal met) or not. CAI: composite association

index.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.

Table A18

Model 5 (social anxiety): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Minimum Maximum

Intercept �7.154 0.178 �7.520 �6.838 �7.213 �7.077

Rank.diff1 0.083 0.091 �0.082 0.256 0.034 0.142

CAI2 �0.039 0.086 0.215 0.136 �0.087 0.006

CAI2*rank.diff1 0.089 0.078 �0.061 0.249 0.059 0.136

Results of the full model investigating the number of ELSs produced by the target individual (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, and minimum and maximum of model

estimates when dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were zero and 10.94, respectively.
2 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.02 and 1.31,

respectively.

Table A19

Model 5 (social anxiety): estimated standard deviations

Grouping factor Effect1 SD

Bout ID Intercept 0.805

Dyad ID Intercept <0.001

Target ID Intercept 0.708

Target ID Rank.diff <0.001

Target ID CAI <0.001

Target ID Rank.diff*CAI <0.001

Partner ID Intercept 0.531

Partner ID Rank.diff 0.148

Partner ID CAI <0.001

Partner ID Rank.diff*CAI <0.001

Estimated standard deviations for the contribution of the random effects for the full

model investigating the number of ELSs produced by the target individual. CAI:

composite association index.
1

‘Intercept’ denotes a random intercepts effect; other entries indicate a random

slopes effect.

Table A16

Model 4b (requesting a favourable grooming switch; goal-directed behaviour): full model

Term Estimate SE Lower CI Upper CI Х
2 df P Minimum Maximum

Intercept �1.929 0.457 �8.994 �1.300 1
�8.062 �1.613

Goal met2 �2.959 1.119 �16.344 �1.515 15.156 1 <0.001 �18.936 �2.715

Rank.diff3 0.327 0.239 �0.181 1.136 2.058 1 0.151 0.197 0.463

CAI4 �0.045 0.246 �0.606 0.422 0.034 1 0.854 �0.238 0.186

Results of the full model investigating the probability of the target individual showing persistence, elaboration or grooming termination when they had elicited a ‘favourable’

grooming switch from the partner (goal met) or not (estimates, SEs, confidence intervals, CI, significance tests, and minimum and maximum of model estimates when

dropping levels of the random effects one at a time).
1 Not included, as has a very limited interpretation.
2 Dummy coded with goal met¼No being the reference category.
3 z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 3.24 and 10.33, respectively.
4 Composite association index; z-transformed to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one; mean and standard deviation of the original variable were 2.06 and 1.32,

respectively.
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Figure A1. The percentage of groomee ELSs that elicited grooming within 5 cm of the scratched location, within 10 s after the end of the ELS. FeF dyads: femaleefemale; MeM

dyads: maleemale; FeM dyads: the female was the signaller and the male the partner; MeF: dyads the male was the signaller and the female the partner. A minimum of five ELSs

had to be available for a dyad class to be presented for a given community. Kanyawara (N¼59 groomee ELSs for MeM dyads, N¼18 FeF, N¼22 FeM, N¼46 MeF), Ngogo (N¼188

MeM), Sonso (N¼29 MeM, N¼5 FeM), Waibira (N¼16 MeM, N¼8 FeF).
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